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Psychology of Language 1999
this text provides discussion on the abstract topic of the
psychology of language using an information processing
approach it brings the current developments and
controversies in psycholinguistics to students in a
comprehensive style

Language and Lewis Caroll
2012-02-13
never highlight a book again virtually all of the testable
terms concepts persons places and events from the textbook
are included cram101 just the facts101 studyguides give all
of the outlines highlights notes and quizzes for your textbook
with optional online comprehensive practice tests only
cram101 is textbook specific accompanys 9780495099697

Outlines and Highlights for
Psychology of Language by David W
Carroll, Isbn 2010-01
a psychological study of thought and language which takes
an exposition of scientific linquistics as a point of departure

Language and Thought 1964
the aim of the following dissertation is an analysis of lewis
carroll s alice in wonderland and through the looking glass in



regard to the uncanny and its relation to language for the
purpose of the study on the psychoanalytical concept of the
uncanny in connection with linguistic theory the most
important theories have been evaluated in the first chapter
of the dissertation titled the concept of the uncanny and its
relation to language afterwards the chapter the uncanny and
language in lewis carroll s alice in wonderland and through
the looking glass applies the acquired theoretical framework
to the two selected texts in order to understand the different
ways in which carroll manipulates language in order to
create an uncanny atmosphere

MISREADING SIGNS 2016-11-18
this book contends that in love s labour s lost shakespeare
sought to discover the ways in which the imagination uses
and abuses language the author s critical reading shows that
the characters are endowed with a wide variety of rhetorical
disguises each assumes that his verbal and social point of
view is correct and the limitations and virtues of each
viewpoint are explored as the drama unfolds in an elegant
examination of theme and style professor carroll heightens
the reader s awareness of shakespeare s marvellously
inventive use of language the author analyzes the different
kinds of style the characters attitudes toward language the
play s theatrical modes the frequent metamorphoses and the
debates the term debate justified by shakespeare s use of
the medieval conflictus relates to both theme and structure
the author finds that the conflicting theories about the
proper relation of language and imagination are resolved
stylistically and thematically only in the final debate between



spring and winter where the playwright reasserts the nature
and value of good art originally published in 1976 the
princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print
books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university
press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Language and Lewis Carroll 1970
originally published in 1978 this book provides and explains
a framework for understanding and describing variations of
style of language in relation to the social context in which it
is used constant features of language users such as their
temporal geographical and social origins their range of
intelligibility and their individualities are related to concepts
of dialects but dialects are not the only kind of language
variety there are features of language situations that yield
others the medium used the roles of the users and their
relationships as well as recurring situations and cultural
habits all relate to the style employed variety in language
can be seen in terms of the major functions of language as
content as inter action and as texture studying variety in
language from sociological and linguistic aspects this book is
also interesting for psycholinguistics and literary study



The Great Feast of Language in
Love's Labour's Lost 2015-03-08
essay from the year 2019 in the subject american studies
literature grade 1 3 university of iceland faculty of
humanities course transformations of classical children s
books language english abstract lewis carroll s alice s
adventures in wonderland is one of the great pioneering
figures of nonsense fantasy and undoubtedly a classic of
victorian children s and youth literature to this day the story
fascinates not only young people but also adult readers one
reason for the long lasting success is the complexity of alice
which allows viewing the plot from various perspectives such
as political philosophical and even logical or physical
perspectives therefore it is not surprising that alice s
adventures in wonderland after first being published in 1865
has never been out of print cf what s so wonderful about
alice another reason for this success of alice s adventures in
wonderland is the language used and its humorous effect the
novel is embedded with both obvious and hidden wordplays
neologisms syllogisms well known poems nursery rhymes of
the time and the assumption that word meanings can be
chosen arbitrarily

Language and Situation 2018-09-14
we live in an age that is witnessing a growing interest in
narrative studies cognitive neuroscientific tools mind studies
and artificial intelligence hypotheses this book therefore
aims to expand the exegesis of carroll s alice books aligning



them with the current intellectual environment the
theoretical force of this volume lies in the successful
encounter between a great book and all its polysemous
ramifications and a new interpretative point of view powerful
enough to provide a new original contribution but well
grounded enough not to distort the text itself moreover this
book is one of the first to offer a complete thorough analysis
of one single text through the theoretical lens of cognitive
narratology and not just as a series of brief examples
embedded within a more general discussion it emphasises in
a more direct effective way the actual novelty and usefulness
of the dialogue established between narrative theory and the
cognitive sciences it links specific concepts elaborated in the
theory of cognitive narratology with the analysis of the alice
books helping in this way to discuss question and extend the
concepts themselves opening up new interpretations and
practical methods

The Learning of Language 1972
seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject english
language and literature studies linguistics grade 1 0
university of kassel linguistik semiotik course signs and
metasigns sense and nonsense in lewis carroll s alice books
language english abstract charles lutwidge dodgson aka
lewis carroll plays with language conventions in his books
about alice a seven year old girl who experiences the
madness of wonderland and the looking glass world as a
logician and mathematician he also had an interest in the
logic of language systems he invented a great many
mathematical and word puzzles cipher methods gardner



2001 xviii according to auden cited in drews 1975 351 eine
der wichtigsten und mächtigsten figuren in carroll s alice
books ist nicht eine person sondern die englische sprache by
breaking the rules of language we are accustomed to carroll
draws the reader s attention to the conversational rules and
standards that are unconsciously applied in everyday speech
as a result the reader becomes aware of the underlying
structures of a language system carroll confronts his
protagonist alice with the illogical madness of his fantasy
worlds alice appears to the reader as a girl who has a strong
sense that her environment is comprised of clear logical and
consistent rules and features gatten 2009 analysis of major
characters para 1 alice s convictions however are frustrated
by the creatures in wonderland and looking glass world she
has to discover that nothing is in accord with the real world
in wonderland not even habitual language use anything is
possible in wonderland and carroll s manipulation of
language reflects this sense of unlimited possibility gatten
2009 themes motifs and symbols para 6 language carroll
deviates from the conditions of normal antonym use in many
text passages it is the intent of this paper to uncover the
anomalies of language in carroll s novels with regard to the
deviatio

Language Comprehension and the
Acquisition of Knowledge
2019-06-27
seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject english
language and literature studies literature grade 2 0



university of constance language english abstract the aim of
the dissertation is an analysis of lewis carroll s alice in
wonderland and through the looking glass in regard to the
uncanny and its relation to language for the purpose of the
study on the psychoanalytical concept of the uncanny in
connection with linguistic theory the most important theories
have been evaluated in the first chapter of the dissertation
titled the concept of the uncanny and its relation to language
afterwards the chapter the uncanny and language in lewis
carroll s alice in wonderland and through the looking glass
applies the acquired theoretical framework to the two
selected texts in order to understand the different ways in
which carroll manipulates language in order to create an
uncanny atmosphere

Lewis Carroll’s "Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland". Language games
and the problem of their translation
2021-01-18
a study guide for lewis carroll s jabberwocky excerpted from
gale s acclaimed poetry for students this concise study guide
includes plot summary character analysis author biography
study questions historical context suggestions for further
reading and much more for any literature project trust poetry
for students for all of your research needs



Lewis Carroll's "Alice" and Cognitive
Narratology 1959
a dictionary of research methodology and statistics in
applied linguistics is a comprehensive and authoritative
reference guide that offers a detailed overview of important
terms and concepts in the fields of research and statistics
within the domain of applied linguistics this volume focuses
specifically on research in applied linguistics aiming to clarify
the meaning and application of various concepts approaches
methods designs techniques tools types and processes of
research in a clear and efficient manner it also includes
entries that address statistical aspects providing assistance
to researchers in formulating analyzing and executing their
research designs effectively ensuring a logical progression
from start to finish with approximately 2000 entries covering
essential research concepts and issues this book
incorporates cross references where necessary to enhance
understanding and facilitate navigation it caters to a wide
audience including undergraduate and graduate students
teachers lecturers practitioners researchers consultants and
individuals seeking information in the field of applied
linguistics and related disciplines

The study of language 2010
now in full colour this fully revised edition of the best selling
textbook provides an up to date and comprehensive
introduction to the psychology of language for
undergraduates postgraduates and researchers it contains



everything the student needs to know about how we acquire
understand produce and store language whilst maintaining
both the structure of the previous editions and the emphasis
on cognitive processing this fourth edition has been
thoroughly updated to include the latest research including
recent results from the fast moving field of brain imaging and
studies updated coverage of key ideas and models an
expanded glossary more real life examples and illustrations
the psychology of language fourth edition is praised for
describing complex ideas in a clear and approachable style
and assumes no prior knowledge other than a grounding in
the basic concepts of cognitive psychology it will be essential
reading for advanced undergraduate and graduate students
of cognition psycholinguistics or the psychology of language
it will also be useful for those on speech and language
therapy courses the book is supported by a companion
website featuring a range of helpful supplementary
resources for both students and lecturers

Forms of Opposites in Lewis
Carroll's Alice Books 2016-11-30
what can wordplay as understood in the broadest sense
teach us about language its functions characteristics
structure and workings using lewis carroll s alice as a starting
point yanguello takes the reader on a vivid and
unconventional voyage into the world s of language charting
the major themes of linguistics along the way this is an
entertaining and original introduction to the nature of
language that will appeal to students and teachers alike



Misreading Signs. The Uncanny and
Language in Lewis Carroll's "Alice in
Wonderland" and "Through the
Looking-Glass" 1959
lewis carroll is one of the greatest british novelists his works
are beloved by readers worldwide especially for the intercate
wordplay logic and fantasy he intertwines in his stories this
collection includes carroll s complete novels and the book
about his extraordinary life novels alice s adventures in
wonderland is a novel about the incredible adventures of an
ordinary girl alice that finds herself in the fantastic world
populated by strange creatures through the looking glass
and what alice found there is a sequel to the novel alice in
wonderland this time alice enters a fantastical world by
climbing through a mirror and finds herself in the
environment of the reversed logic where you must run to
keep standing and all the nursery rhyme characters exist
sylvie and bruno is a novel with a double plot the events take
place in victorian britain and have a parallel in the fantasy
world of elfland it is a social novel with its characters
discussing various concepts and aspects of religion society
philosophy and morality sylvie and bruno concluded is a
second volume of the novel sylvie and bruno presenting the
further adventures of the protagonists biography the life and
letters of lewis carroll is biography of the writer based on the
recordings of his contemporaries and his own journals and
correspondence



The Study of Language 1968
provides a comprehensive up to date account of language
aptitude theories test development research paradigms and
practical implications

A Study Guide for Lewis Carroll's
"Jabberwocky" 2008
the testing and assessment of second language learners is
an essential part of the language learning process glenn
fulcher s testing second language speaking is a state of the
art volume that considers the assessment of speaking from
historical theoretical and practical perspectives the book
offers the first systematic comprehensive and up to date
treatment of the testing of second language speaking written
in a clear and accessible manner it covers explanations of
the process of test design costing test design projects how to
put the test into practice evaluation of speaking tests task
types for testing speaking testing learners with disabilities it
also contains a wealth of examples including task types that
are commonly used in speaking tests approaches to
researching speaking tests and specific methodologies that
teachers students and test developers may use in their own
projects successfully integrating practice and theory this
book demystifies the process of testing speaking and
provides a thorough treatment of the key ethical and
technical issues in speaking evaluation



The Study of Language 2013-01-01
lewis carroll wrote several mathematics books he was mainly
interested in using logic diagrams as a pedagogical tool
symbolic logic first published in 1896 contains literally
dozens of puzzles he believed heartily that children would
enjoy learning mathematics if they could be enticed by
amusing stories and puzzles the game of logic published in
1897 was intended to teach logic to children his game
consisted of a card with two diagrams together with a set of
counters five grey and four red the two diagrams were carroll
s version of a two set and a three set venn diagram a
manuscript of a brief lecture lewis carroll once gave feeding
the mind discusses the importance of not only feeding the
body but also the mind carroll wittily puts forth connections
between the diet of the body and mind and gives helpful tips
on how to best digest knowledge in the brain this essay was
originally printed in 1907 lewis carroll 1832 1898 is best
known as the author of alice in wonderland and alice through
the looking glass his real name was charles dodgson his
father the reverend charles dodgson instilled in his son a
love of mathematics from an early age lewis studied at
oxford and later taught there as a mathematics lecturer

Psychology of Language 2013-12-17
概要解説 それまでの運動靴をファッションアイテムに変えたvanのスニーカー 地方競馬から中央に挑戦して国
民的ブームを巻き起こしたハイセイコー フジテレビ リブ ヤング で衝撃的なデビューを果たしたキャロル 音楽
映画 食 雑誌 漫画 車 カメラ ゴルフ等々 1960年代以降のさまざまなカルチャーを 現 フジテレビジョン社
長が2002年当時 縦横に語った１冊を電子書籍 ＰＯＤオリジナル版で復刻 貴重な図版も多数収録されている
同時代人には懐かしく 新しい世代には新鮮な 文化誌グラフィティが復刊 電子書籍 ＰＯＤオリジナル版 解説 著



者あとがきより 私は一九五四年 昭和二十九年 に東京で生まれました 小学校入学時に ほとんどのお茶の間にテ
レビがあった最初の世代であり まさにテレビの成長とともに戦後の日本の文化産業の発展や 商業的なムーブメン
トの流れを草創期からつきあってきました 本書は そんな時代背景の中 一九六〇年代半ば以降の流行現象や特徴的
な事柄を選んでテーマ設定して自分の体験を基にして書き連ねたものです 目次より ＶＡＮのスニーカー サーバー
ラダー ハイセイコーがヒーローだった時代 大場政夫と矢吹丈 キャロルの リブ ヤング 出演 マッシュルーム カッ
トの矢沢永吉 絶滅した海外テレビドラマ ナポレオン ソロ ボナンザ 即席ラーメンは偉大だ 日清 明星 エースコッ
ク 銭湯の運命 松の湯 カレーの発展とテレビＣＭ インド人もビックリ 菓子パン育ち ジャムパンとチョココロネ
理想的な都会のプール 麻布プリンスホテルのプール 漫画が教科書だった ちばてつや ちかいの魔球 平凡パンチ
の創刊号 式場荘吉 男の整髪料 バイタリスとＭＧ５ スーパーマーケットの中の異文化 元町ＵＮＩＯＮの紙袋 Ｇ
Ｓ映画 スパイダースの ゴーゴー向う見ず作戦 東京の映画館 新宿西口パレスから有楽座 深夜放送のコミュニケー
ション論 オールナイトニッポン コンサートの帰り道 共立講堂から武道館へ 新宿 七〇年前後の二つの顔 怪人二
十面相 文化史に登場しない ロック喫茶 という場所 ＤＪストーン マンションの名前 番町ハイム 御殿山ヒルズ
東京の地下鉄恐怖症 丸ノ内線と上智グラウンド 駐車場の悩み 渋谷東急ハンズの立体駐車場 消えていく日常言葉
Ｂ面 寝押し ビーサン 邦題万歳 俺たちに明日はない ゴルフには 責任がない ノーザンＣＣ錦ケ原 東京のタクシー
日野ルノー 男にとってのハンカチ ハリウッド ランチ マーケット 昔のラーメンはどこへ行った 丸福と春木屋
犬と日本人 スピッツからジャック ラッセル テリアへ 通信販売は宝くじか 万能包丁 歯磨きの苦労 リトル ショッ
プ オブ ホラーズ の歯医者 電話の発展と女性の立場 呼び出し電話 カメラの記憶 リコーオートショット 一九六
五年のゲルマニウムラジオ 真夜中のリクエスト

A Dictionary of Language
Acquisition:A Comprehensive
Overview of Key Terms in First and
Second Language Acquisition 1998
this text highlights the shift in language planning and
language change in japan against a background of significant
socio cultural political and economic change and places them
in a comparative context



The Psychology of Language 1998
input and evidence the raw material of second language
acquisition is an empirical and theoretical treatment of one
of the essential components of sla the input to language
learning mechanisms it reviews and adds to the empirical
studies showing that negative evidence correction feedback
repetitions reformulations play a role in language acquisition
in addition to that played by ordinary conversation at the
same time it embeds discussion of input within a framework
which includes a serious treatment of language processing
including the problem of modularity and the question of how
semantic representations can influence grammatical ones it
lays the foundation for the development of a truly
explanatory theory of sla in the form of the autonomous
induction theory which combines a model of induction with
an interpretation of universal grammar thereby permitting
for the the first time a coherent approach to the problem of
constraining induction in sla

Applied Language Learning
2023-11-23
writings by the pioneering linguist benjamin whorf including
his famous work on the hopi language as well as general
reflections on language and meaning



Language Through the Looking
Glass 1982
originally published in 1970 this was peter herriot s first book
in this objective critical evaluation of a rapidly expanding
field professor herriot examines language as skilled
behaviour generative linguistics and psychology behaviourist
approaches to meaning language acquisition and impairment
and language and thought he stresses throughout the
necessity for empirical research and for experimental
verification of hypotheses he also feels that language
behaviour should be analysed in a comprehensive form
placing emphasis not only on structural aspects but also on
the importance of meaning and context to any account of
language today it can be read and enjoyed in its historical
context

Lewis Carroll: The Complete Novels
(The Greatest Novelists of All Time –
Book 12) 1990
second language learning theories is an introduction to the
field of second language learning for students without a
substantial background in linguistics drawing on the
expertise of both a specialist in the teaching of second
languages and a linguist specializing in second language
acquisition this textbook provides an up to date introductory
survey of the most active and significant perspectives on the
subject in this new edition the authors have revised and



updated the text throughout to reflect the substantial
developments that have taken place in the field in recent
years new studies have been incorporated as examples and
there is more material on work in l2 phonology and lexis as
well as syntax the evaluation sections in each chapter have
been expanded and generally the book is rebalanced in
favour of newer material the first edition quickly established
itself as the textbook of choice for students new to second
language learning the updates and revisions in this new
edition ensure that the book remains as fresh engaging and
useful as the day it was first published

Bibliographie internationale sur le
bilinguisme 2023-04-30
bachelor thesis from the year 2010 in the subject english
language and literature studies literature grade 1 0
university of vechta ikg language english abstract the
following thesis is about lewis carroll alice in wonderland as a
work of nonsense fiction carroll s masterpiece alice in
wonderland which includes both books namely alice s
adventures in wonderland and its sequel through the looking
glass and what alice found there does not only belong to the
most popular english children s books but it is also regarded
as a classic around the world especially in english speaking
countries lines from the alice books have been as often cited
as lines from shakespeare or the bible charles lutwidge
dodgson who used the pseudonym lewis carroll for his
writings made up the tale alice in wonderland for his most
loved child friend and muse alice liddell and her sisters



during a boat trip on the river thames lewis carroll is known
next to edward lear as one of the most famous nonsense
poets and writers moreover it is claimed that he was the first
author to introduce nonsense into children s literature and as
result had a huge impact with his alice books on english
children s literature the split between the two personalities
namely the victorian author carroll and the reverend and
mathematician dodgson who taught at christ church oxford
has to be considered in order to get a better understanding
of the alice books as a nonsense work this is exactly what
will be done in this thesis firstly there will be given a general
overview on the author s life secondly the boat trip itself and
with it the genesis of alice s adventures in wonderland and
through the looking glass and what alice found there will be
discussed after that a closer examination of the plot and its
construction in both books will be given in addition
similarities and differences will be shown between the
construction of the plot of the first and the second alice book
furthermore the characterization of the eponymous heroine
alice will be analyzed and will be regarded under alice s
ability of imagination a special focus will be on the nonsense
fiction as such a definition of literary nonsense will be given
and varieties of literary nonsense will be examined on the
basis of the two alice books additionally lewis carroll s well
known poem jabberwocky in through the looking glass and
what alice found there will be analyzed as an example of
nonsense fiction in the context of the poem jabberwocky
there has also to be looked on the still ubiquitous humpty
dumpty who is next to the duchess march hare



Language Aptitude Reconsidered
2014-10-13
this state of the art volume is the first to capture a hybrid
discipline that studies the role and linguistic implications of
the human mind in language learning and teaching this
handbook considers individual as well as collective factors in
language learners and teachers from an array of new
empirical constructs and theoretical perspectives including
implications for practice and myths debates and
disagreements in the field and points to future directions for
research this collection of stellar contributions is an essential
resource for researchers advanced students and teachers
working in applied linguistics second language acquisition
psychology and education

Language Aptitude Theory and
Practice 2023-12-21

Testing Second Language Speaking
1955

The Mathematical Works of Lewis
Carroll 2001



Study of Language 2001-01-01

あの頃、VANとキャロルとハイセイコーと…since 1965
1956

Language Planning and Language
Change in Japan 1998

Input and Evidence 1971

Language, Thought, and Reality
2013-10-23

「不思議の国のアリス」の誕生 2014-02-04

The Learning of Language
2015-01-15



An Introduction to the Psychology
of Language (PLE:
Psycholinguistics) 2021-11-10

Second Language Learning Theories

Lewis Carroll, "Alice in Wonderland"
as a Work of Nonsense Fiction

The Routledge Handbook of the
Psychology of Language Learning
and Teaching
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